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KS4 & YOUR FUTURE
Looking to the Future
The aim at Risedale is to provide a world class curriculum which stimulates and motivates
students irrespective of background. All students deserve the chance to aspire to a future
beyond the normal constraints. Our curriculum looks to break the mould, and raise
expectations, so that students understand they are part of a greater, wider world with
practically limitless possibilities.
The jobs of the future, with the increasing reliance on computers and artificial intelligence,
are a great unknown. However all employers agree that students need and deserve a
rounded curriculum which encourages problem solving, strong social skills, team-work,
collaboration and independence. We pledge at Risedale to ensure your child is well placed
to face these future challenges with a positive outlook and strong resilience.

Key Stage 4
When you begin Year 10 you will be entering a vital phase of your education, known as Key
Stage 4 (KS4). This brochure has been written to explain to you and your parents what is
involved and the subjects students can choose to help them prepare for the future.
All of your courses will be assessed through a range of examinations and assessment.



A grading scale of 9 to 1 is used; with 9 being the top grade (higher than the old A* grade)
only awarded to a very small percentage of candidates. Grades 1 – 3 are equivalent to the
old G – D grades, 4 – 6 are equivalent to C – B and 7 – 9 equivalent to what was grade A
and above.



Assessment is mainly by examination.



There is new and more demanding content, which has been developed by the Government
and the awarding bodies.



Courses are designed for two years of study – students take all their examinations in one
session at the end of their course.



Examinations can only be split into ‘foundation tier’ and ‘higher tier’ if one examination
paper does not give all students the opportunity to show their knowledge and abilities.

Your Opportunities
The opportunities available to you in the future will very much
depend upon what you achieve during the next two years. All
achievements are important, from taking part in school teams to
basic things like showing that you have excellent attendance and
punctuality records, that you are well mannered and polite and
that you are trustworthy and reliable. Employers wish to see
evidence of excellent progress and strong social and problem
solving skills.

KS 4 & YOUR F UT URE

KS 4 & YOUR F UT URE

All courses at KS4 are GCSEs (except BTEC in Sport and Engineering). The 9 – 1 system was
phased in from 2017 and now all subjects follow this grading structure. The main features are:

C U R R I C U L U M I N F O R M AT I O N
Compulsory Subjects:
You will study these compulsory subjects throughout Years 10 and 11.
English Language

English Literature
Mathematics

Combined Science (2 GCSEs)
Core PE

Core RE

Physical Education

Religion, Philosophy and Ethics

Social Studies

Option Subjects:


Art, Craft and Design



Geography



BTEC in Sport



German



Computer Science



History



DT - Design and Technology



Media Studies



DT - Engineering



Music



DT - Food Preparation and Nutrition



Physical Education (GCSE)



Drama



Religious Studies (GCSE)



French



Science - Triple Award (3 GCSEs)

NB: We may be offering an additional qualification, DT - Hospitality and Catering, and will
get in touch with relevant students after the option process. However, if this subject does
interest you, please do speak with Mr Kirkbride about this during the options evening.
Our aim is to ensure all students leave Risedale with the skills and qualifications to ensure
they are competitive in the future whilst following an appropriate curriculum. To help
ensure this, students are placed on two possible pathways.
EBACC PATHWAY

We strongly advise students selected for the EBacc pathway to study
Geography or History and either French or German plus two other
subjects.

OPEN PATHWAY

Students selected for the Open pathway will be required to study at
least one of either Geography, History, French or German plus three
other subjects.

Students on the Open Pathway may choose to study the EBacc pathway should they wish,
SIMPLY by selecting a language and either Geography or History. They do not need a
different option form, just complete this on the OPEN pathway form.

C U R R I C U L U M I N F O R M AT I O N

C U R R I C U L U M I N F O R M AT I O N

You will also have the opportunity to study 4 of the following option subjects.

O U R E X P E C TAT I O N S
Key Stage 4
It is because we want you to succeed and to have as many opportunities as possible that
we have high expectations of your work and behaviour in Years 10 and 11. In particular
we will expect you to:-







Show respect and pride in everything that you do.
Focus on your learning and allow others to learn.
Seek help with your learning as soon as you experience any difficulties.
Meet all coursework deadline dates.
Develop your interests and skills outside the classroom, for example in
sport and music.
 Contribute to developing the reputation of Risedale in the local
community.

Students - Parents - Teachers
Working in partnership together

O U R E X P E C TAT I O N S

O U R E X P E C TAT I O N S

We all have a part to play in getting the grades

W H AT H A P P E N S N E X T ?
Your Choices
This booklet is designed to tell you about the basic content of each subject including the
ones that are compulsory. It is intended to help you and your parents make the right
decisions for you and for your future.
In addition to reading this booklet you should:
 Talk to your parents about your subject preferences.
 Speak to your teachers about what is involved in their subjects.
 Talk to other students in Years 10 and 11 who are taking subjects in which you are
interested.

Your Decisions
When you have gathered all of the information that you need, you will be ready to
complete the preference form. A copy is included with your booklet.
If you have any questions or concerns about your options then you need to speak to
Mrs Wright (Year Team Manager) or Mr Yates (Vice Principal).

Interviews
If you are having problems deciding which subjects to choose, or one or more of the
subjects you have chosen are not available, you will be given an interview with Mrs Wright,
Mr Yates or someone from the careers guidance team, to help finalise your choices.

Key Dates
Options Evening

12/03/2020

Option Forms to Mrs Wright

20/03/2020 at the latest

Student / Parent / Teacher
interviews as required

After 20/04/2020

Choices confirmed

Issued to parents and students by
22/05/2020

W H AT H A P P E N S N E X T ?

W H AT H A P P E N S N E X T ?

We will confirm your choices in May.

1.

If there are questions still unanswered after the Options Evening who
should I speak to?
The easiest thing to do is explain your query to the reception staff and
they will direct you to the right person (01748 833501).

2.

Will the subjects my child chooses now affect what subjects they can study Post-16?
Not necessarily; the most important thing is to achieve the best possible grades at
GCSE; this will then give students more options to choose from Post-16 . Students who
already have a clear career in mind should discuss their plans with subject staff at the
Y9 Options Evening.

3.

Does the school make provision for homework to be completed?
Yes; in the Library and individual departments. Students can have support with their
work from members of staff in the Library and can attend after school study sessions by
seeing their specific subject teachers for further details. Catch-up and revision/
intervention sessions are also shown on the student Activities Timetable which can be
found on the Risedale website: www.risedale.org.uk/students/activities

4.

How can I support my child?
Be a great role model; set an example for your child and make time to support and
show interest. Let them know that school attendance really matters to you, monitor
their progress, encourage them with homework and revision. Be positive; praise
excellent and improving work. Encourage them to take part in extra-curricular activities
and after school study sessions.

5.

How do I know about the progress being made by my child?
All students are assessed regularly (at least 3 times a year against a Minimum Expected
Grade or MEG). Parents are then informed about the current grade in each subject,
attitude towards learning and lessons and the progress being made. Parents can also
meet with subject staff and Personal Tutors at their respective Consultation Evenings
and reference the My Child at School (MCAS) portal.

6.

Who do I speak to if I am concerned about my child?
Your child’s Personal Tutor should be the first point of contact. The Year Team
Manager, Mrs A Benson (Year 10 & 11) or Mrs Wright (Year 9) will also be able to advise
and support you.

7.

How does the College communicate with parents?
We communicate regularly with parents in a number of ways; by post, MCAS, email,
telephone and text. In addition lots of information can be found on our website and via
our social media links:
Website: www.risedale.org.uk
Facebook/Twitter/YouTube: @RisedaleCollege

F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S

F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S

F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S F O R PA R E N T S / C A R E R S

ENGLISH
Exam Board: Pearson Edexcel - Course Leader: Miss S Burke
Course Information:
These are the new Pearson Edexcel reformed GCSE courses designed to be taught together with all
assessments taken as examinations at the end of the course, with a separately endorsed Speaking and
Listening component. The Literature assessments will all be closed book examinations.
These assessments will be single tier. The specification will enable students of all abilities to develop the
skills they need to read, understand and analyse a wide range of different texts from the 19th, 20th and 21st
centuries, as well as to write coherently, clearly and accurately.

What will I study?
All Year 10 and 11 students study English Language and Literature. The course will cover “Fiction and
Imaginative Writing” - to engage students in a creative text and inspire them to write creatively, and “Nonfiction and Transactional Writing” - to develop students’ insights into how writers have particular viewpoints
and perspectives on issues or themes that are important to the way we think and live our lives.
The course will be enjoyable and our expectations will be high. Students must show a high degree of
organisation and self-discipline to meet the demands. Targets will be set at each stage of the course and
students will be urged to make the most of all opportunities to reach their potential in English.







We enjoy English, as it positively changes our perspectives on life.
English really helps a person grow into their fully literary potential both as a reader and a writer.
English develops skills that will stay with you for life.
It gives you a voice.
It makes you think about the world around you and become open to other perspectives.
English provides lots of transferable skills for other subjects.

Paper 1: Fiction and Imaginative Writing
1 hour 45mins - (64 marks) (40% of GCSE)
One unseen 19th century fiction extract.
Imaginative writing linked to theme.

English Language:
Written Exam:
Section A: Reading
Section B: Writing

Paper 2: Non-fiction and Transactional Writing
2 hours 5mins - (96 marks) (60% of GCSE)
Comparison of 2 unseen texts from the 20th and 21st century.
Transactional writing (letter, newspaper article) on theme.

English Language:
What is assessed:

Non-examination Assessment: Spoken Language
Separately endorsed and will cover AO7, AO8 and AO9 for spoken language - (0% weighting of GCSE)
Presenting, responding to questions and feedback, use of Standard English.
Teacher set throughout course, marked by teacher.

Assessed:

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

English Literature:
Paper 1:
Written Exam:
1 hour 45mins - (80 marks) (50% of GCSE)
Section A: Shakespeare
Two questions - one based on a 30 line extract and one on the whole play.
Section B: Post-1914 British Drama or Fiction Students study EITHER drama or fiction. Choice of essay questions. Vocabulary,
sentence structure, spelling, punctuation and grammar are assessed.

COMPULSORY

English Literature:
Written Exam:
Section A: 19 Century Fiction
Section B: Poetry

Paper 2:
2 hours 15mins - (80 marks) (50% of GCSE)
Two questions - one based on a 400 word extract from the novel (provided for students) and another
based on the whole novel.
One question comparing one named poem from the anthology with another anthology poem.
One question asking students to compare two unseen contemporary poems.

Future Opportunities

 Progression to Further and Higher Education.
 A requirement for most college courses, apprenticeships and other courses.
 Careers include: Digital Copywriter, Editorial Assistant, English as a Foreign
Language (EAL) Teacher, Lexicographer, Journalist, Proofreader, Web
Content Manager.

ENGLISH

English Language:
Written Exam:
Section A: Reading
Section B: Writing

COMPULSORY

ENGLISH

Assessment - Examination and Non-examination Assessment

M AT H E M AT I C S
Exam Board: OCR - Course Leader: Mr M Carter
Course Information:
Mathematics is one of the most important qualifications that employers, colleges and universities look for
you to achieve. You will not be able to study higher level qualifications without first achieving a GCSE in
mathematics. It is also one of the most used subjects in everyday life and, therefore, a compulsory
subject taken by all students at KS4.
There have been substantial changes in GCSE mathematics and students have already started preparing
for this course in Year 9. Students who are entered for the Foundation tier entry will be able to achieve
grades 1 to 5 and students entered for Higher tier entry will be able to achieve grades 4 to 9. Students are
entered for the tier that is most suitable for their ability. Students will sit three examinations to
determine their final grade. There is no non-examined assessment requirement in this subject
A scientific calculator can be used for 2 out of the 3 examination papers. It is advisable that all students
have their own scientific calculator (which must meet exam board requirements) to ensure that they can
practice their skills in a variety of subjects. Calculators on phones are not acceptable, as they cannot be
used in examinations.

 We enjoy using maths to find secret codes!
 We have a greater appreciation for the subject when the teacher shows us how it
applies to real life!

Assessment:
There are three areas of assessment:
AO1: Use and apply standard techniques (traditional ‘do it’ questions).
AO2: Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically (presenting arguments and proof).
AO3: Solve problems within mathematics (questions that involve thinking skills and strategies within a
given context).

Future Opportunities
 Progression to Further and Higher Education depends upon achieving GCSE
mathematics. You can also study mathematics as an A Level.
 Mathematics GCSE is a prerequisite for every career. Without GCSE
mathematics you could be delayed in entering apprenticeship,
employment or level 3 qualification opportunities. GCSE mathematics can
place you ahead of the game in many careers and can aid promotion in the
Armed Forces.

M AT H E M AT I C S

 Number: This covers topics such as fractions, decimals, percentages, ratio, mental and written
methods of calculation, powers and roots, number operations and the relationships between them,
calculator methods and solving numerical problems.
 Algebra: This includes use of symbols, equations (such as linear, quadratic and simultaneous),
formula, sequences, functions and graphs.
 Geometry: Some of the areas of learning included are properties of 2 and 3 dimensional shapes,
the ability to draw these shapes accurately, geometrical reasoning, transformations and coordinates.
 Measures: This aspect includes area, volume, speed, perimeter and units of measurement.
 Data: This area covers all aspects of data. Collecting, processing and representing data as well as
averages and probability.

COMPULSORY

COMPULSORY

M AT H E M AT I C S

What will I study?

SCIENCE
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mrs J Hailwood
Course Information:
Students will work towards the Combined Science (Trilogy) double award GCSE qualification
(2 GCSEs).
What will I study?
Biology:
 Cell biology
 Organisation
 Infection and response
 Bioenergetics
 Homeostasis and response
 Inheritance, variation and evolution
 Ecology
Chemistry:
 Atomic structure and the periodic table
 Bonding, structure and the properties of matter
 Quantitative chemistry
 Chemical changes
 Energy changes
 The rate and extent of chemical change
 Organic chemistry
 Chemical analysis
 Chemistry of the atmosphere
 Using resources

In addition to the specified units,
there are 21 practicals that
students must complete.

Assessment:
 Assessment is by examination only. There will be 6 papers: 2 Biology, 2 Chemistry and 2

Physics, each assessing different topics and each lasting 1hr 15mins.
 Each paper will cover a combination of structured, closed short answer and open response

questions.
 There will be a 17 point grading system for the Combined Science GCSE; from 9-9, 9-8
through to 2-1, 1-1. There will be a choice of foundation and higher tier however all papers
must be sat at the same tier.
Future Opportunities
 Further study to A Level is possible with good grades in science.
 There are many varied career paths available to those interested in
science, and if you have achieved good grades this will indicate to any
employer that you have developed many skills of use to them.
 Careers include: Analytical Chemist, Animal Technician, Biomedical
Engineer, Clinical Psychologist, Forensic Scientist, Medicine and
Pharmaceuticals. See www.sciencebuddies.org for more science related
career ideas.

SCIENCE

Practical lessons always go really fast!
I like it best when we are able to debate issues like stem cell research and conservation.
Some of the science topics are really interesting.
A lot of the science we learn about is very new and you are always hearing about it on the news.

COMPULSORY

COMPULSORY

SCIENCE






Physics:
 Energy
 Electricity
 Particle model of matter
 Atomic structure
 Forces
 Magnetism and electromagnetism
 Waves

P H Y S I C A L E D U C AT I O N ( C O R E )
Course Leader: Miss S Brierley
Course Information:

Over the past few years, students at Key Stage 4 have had
access to sporting facilities at Catterick Leisure Centre,
Catterick Golf Club, Colburn Leisure Centre, Low Mill
Outdoor Centre and have enjoyed taking part in sports such
as football, rugby, basketball, handball, boxercise,
trampolining, dance, table tennis, badminton, handball,
lacrosse, tchoukball and crazy catch. During the summer we
offer softball, tennis, cricket, athletics, volleyball, Frisbee and
rounders.
We do ask for a commitment from all students to bring
appropriate kit and take part.
We are continually working to bring on board new activities
and so the options we offer are changing all the time.
 I have learned all sorts of things about fitness and exercise training. I’ve been able
to apply this knowledge in my own training and sports performance, and it’s
helped to give me clearer training goals, which I know I will achieve.
 The football unit has really helped with my performance. I now understand some
of the reasons why I act the way I do when I play football and have been able to
develop as a player as a result.
 I play rugby for a local team so getting a better understanding of training methods
that can be used to benefit my sport was really useful for me.
 Core PE is a great opportunity to try out new sports and play in teams.

Assessment:

P H Y S I C A L E D U C AT I O N ( C O R E )

P H Y S I C A L E D U C AT I O N ( C O R E )

Whilst Core PE is a compulsory subject, it is not an examined
subject. We offer 2 lessons of Core PE per week for each
student. We try to use facilities in the local community as
well as our own. We have an on-site fitness room which
includes a treadmill, cross-trainer, exercise bikes and free
weights and is mainly used by small groups at Key Stage 4.

Future Opportunities






Physiotherapist.
Sports Nutrition.
Sports Coach.
Leisure Centre Manager.
Sports Development Officer.

COMPULSORY

COMPULSORY

We track all students’ attitude towards their PE lessons, in line with the College policy on tracking.

RELIGION, PHILOSOPHY & ETHICS (CORE)
Course Leader: Mrs J Laheney

The course is split into two topic areas:
Buddhism (beliefs, teachings and practices)
 The central beliefs of Buddhism.
 Worship, including the practice of meditation.
Christianity (beliefs, teachings and practices)
 The central beliefs of Christianity.
 Worship.
Thematics
Thematics looks at morality and ethics and tries to
answer some of life’s BIG questions focussing
upon:
 Crime and punishment.
 Human rights.
 Peace and conflict.
 Relationships and families.

 I enjoy debating the current issues which are often in the news.
 The course has less pressure because we don't do an exam and so we often do lots of
different activities in our learning.

Assessment:
Students will be continually assessed throughout the course using a variety of methods. A GCSE
short course qualification may be available to students.

Future Opportunities
 Following a course in Religion, Philosophy and Ethics lays a good
foundation for A Level courses in: Law, History, Health & Social Care,
Child Development and Religious Studies.
 This could lead to future careers in fields such as: Critical Analysis,
Counselling / Advice Workers, Armed Forces, Civil Services, Nursing,
Medicine, Law, Teaching.

RELIGION, PHILOSOPHY & ETHICS (CORE)

Core Religion, Philosophy and Ethics (RPE) is a compulsory subject
followed by all students. Students will follow a course of study which
fulfils the legal requirements of the NYCC Agreed Syllabus for Religious
Education. Through the study of Core RPE students will explore their own
beliefs, values and traditions and those of others in a meaningful and
engaging way. It will encourage students to share their experiences of
living in multi-cultural Britain with sensitivity and respect towards people
of all faiths and people of none. The course allows students to consider
the impact of people’s beliefs on their own actions and ways of life.

COMPULSORY

COMPULSORY

RELIGION, PHILOSOPHY & ETHICS (CORE)

Course Information:

SOCIAL STUDIES
Course Leader: Ms L Dunphy
Course information:

Social Studies is delivered in order to enable students to make informed choices in their future
lives and ensure the best chances of staying safe and healthy, contributing positively to society and
achieving economic well-being.
Students will continue to follow a programme in Key Stage 4 that covers aspects of:

 I enjoy debating the current issues which are often in the news.
 I think Social Studies gives me a great insight into real-life issues and things that will
affect me when I’m older.
 We learn about skills for life.

Assessment:
A non-assessed course delivered in one lesson a week with the potential to enter an additional
GCSE in Year 11.

Future Opportunities
 Following a course in Social Studies lays a good foundation for A level courses
in: Law, History, Health & Social Care, Child Development, Religious Studies
and Politics.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Health
Sex and Relationships
Citizenship and the promotion of British values
Careers
Economics
Study skills and exam preparation

COMPULSORY

COMPULSORY

SOCIAL STUDIES








A R T, C R A F T & D E S I G N
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Ms J Westwood
Entry Requirements:
GCSE Art is time intensive and requires a lot of independent working from the start. Therefore a
keen interest in learning and writing about artists’ work will be helpful and students considering
art GCSE should already be engaging with art and drawing at home for themselves on a regular
basis. Students will need to have access to a suitable camera or smartphone and their own art
equipment for homework tasks. Students who are confident in their skills by Year 9 will have the
best chance of success, although a determined approach for any student at any level will ensure
good progress is achieved.
Assessment:
The GCSE consists of:

Course Information:
Students will be working on coursework from the very start of Year 10 and everything they produce
from the start of the course contributes to the final grade they receive at the end.
Coursework consists of two practical projects (titles to be confirmed) which include painting, drawing,
photography, printmaking, digital studies, ceramics and written essays. Final pieces are completed in
formal examination conditions.
The final examination is an externally set project (completed over a series of weeks) culminating in a
final piece of work which is completed in 10 hours under formal examination conditions.
NB: Personal art equipment is a requirement of the course and discounted art equipment packs will
be available to purchase through the school for all new Year 10 students at the start of the course.
“I am so pleased I took Art at GCSE, at times it seemed really hard because there was so
much work I had to get used to doing extra work at home and after school but I really
enjoyed developing my skills and creativity. I also really valued the after school drop-in
sessions which allowed me to use the school equipment and get one-to-one time with staff
so that I could develop my skills even further. The course was really varied so I got the
chance to learn new skills and I found the projects really inspiring although stressful at
times as the pressure was always on! I am at college now doing a full time level 3 course in
Art and hope to become an Art Teacher myself in the future” – Caitlin Smith (ex student)

Future Opportunities
 Successful students can progress to A Level or Level 3 courses in Art and
Design, Fine Art, 3D Art specialisms, Graphics, Film and Media Studies,
Photography, Textiles and Fashion. However, the creative aspect of the
course is also beneficial to a wide range of subject areas at advanced levels
of study.

A R T, C R A F T & D E S I G N

Students are graded in the following four areas, each worth 25%:
DEVELOP - Analysis of artists, including written work.
EXPLORE - Refining techniques with various art materials
RECORD - Drawing accurately from observation and photography.
PRESENT - Completion and presentation of projects.

OPTION

OPTION

A R T, C R A F T & D E S I G N

60% Coursework (Non-examination assessment)
40% Examination

BTEC IN SPORT
Exam Board: Pearson Edexcel - Course Leader: Miss S Brierley
Entry Requirements:
BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Sport is a course for students who want to study in the
context of a vocational sector. The subject requires a student who enjoys independent
learning and will take responsibility for their own learning, in order to develop skills that are
essential for the modern-day workplace.
Course Information and Assessment:
The award in Sport is a 120 guided learning hour
qualification. There are 3 compulsory units:
 Fitness for Sports & Exercise, assessed by 1 hour
15 minutes external online examination.
 Practical Performance in Sport.
 Applying the Principles of Personal Training.
The extra unit we study is:
 Leading Sports Activities.





BTEC fed my hunger for knowledge.
BTEC is brill for your CV.
BTEC is good for personal knowledge of your body.

Further Opportunities
 Progression to Further and Higher Education and Level 3 BTEC.
 Sports and Leisure is a growing industry with opportunities in practical
areas such as coaching, instructing and leading outdoor and adventure
activities, as well as in facility management and administration.
 Some careers that you could consider with PE include: Sports Science, PE
Teacher, Physiotherapist, Fitness Instructor, Sports Coach/Consultant, Diet
and Fitness Instructor, Personal trainer, Leisure Centre Manager, Police,
Armed Forces.

BTEC IN SPORT

You will be continually assessed throughout the course and there will be an external
examination at the end of the Fitness for Sport and Exercise unit. You will study real life,
work based case studies and complete assignments to gain credits. The information can be
presented in different formats to reflect your preferred learning style e.g. PowerPoint
presentation, written assignment, posters, displays. Each unit is graded as Pass, Merit or
Distinction.

OPTION

OPTION

BTEC IN SPORT

The course will also provide you with opportunities to:
 Develop key skills of communication, working with others, problem solving
 Participate in work related learning activities
 Gain National Governing Body Qualifications e.g. coaching awards
 Develop a commitment to an active, healthy lifestyle.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mr R McCormack
Why choose Computer Science?
Students who are good at mathematics should consider opting for
Computer Science. However, students who have an interest in
programming should also consider this subject. It should be noted
that everybody will have to learn Python to complete the practical
assignments and prepare them for the computational thinking and
problem solving examination. There is no coding in Game Maker 8.
Assessment:
Practical Computing:
Students learn how to program in Python, SQL and pseudocode and how to develop flowcharts by
working independently to demonstrate their ability to code a solution to a given problem. These
programming skills will be assessed as part of both examination papers.

Course Information:
Computer Science is a GCSE that students can include as one of their science EBacc subjects.
The course is split into three parts: practical computing, computational thinking and problem
solving and theoretical knowledge.

 Programming is hard but I really enjoy it.
 I like all the technical details you learn about computers.
 We’ve spent a lot of lessons learning to program in Python.

Opportunities
CareerFuture
Opportunities

 Apps Programmer.
 Progression
Further and Higher Education and Level 3 BTEC.
 GamestoProgrammer.
 CGI
 Sports
andProgrammer.
Leisure is a growing industry with opportunities in practical areas
 as
Network
Technician.
such
coaching,
instructing and leading outdoor and adventure activities,
as well as in facility management and administration.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computing Concepts: (50% of the total marks)
Students will sit an examination with content that includes computer structure, hardware, CPUs,
algorithms, prototyping, networking and database concepts and assesses SQL programming skills.

EBacc OPTION

EBacc OPTION

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computational Thinking and Problem Solving: (50% of the total marks)
Students will sit an examination that includes questions about programming, practical problem
solving and computational thinking skills. Students will be required to design, write, test and refine
program code.

DT - DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mr M Kirkbride
Entry Requirements:
This course involves mathematical and scientific knowledge and understanding, in relation to
design and technology.

The course is assessed by both the teacher and the examination board.
 There is a written examination at the end of Year 11, which counts
towards 50% of the final marks.
 The other 50% comes from a non examination assessment project
which is set by the awarding body. The student needs to be aware
that this project is entirely independent and that they will guide its
progression themselves.
Course Information:
This course involves looking at the development of products, their history and consumer
involvement. It has a significant link to the development of products that solve problems for
specific groups of people in real life.
Students will use their creativity and imagination to design and
make prototypes that solve real and relevant problems, considering
their own and others’ needs, wants and values.
They study the subject through 3 areas which supports their work:
 Core technical principles
 Specialist technical principles
 Designing and making principles
 I enjoy designing and making products and models.
 It’s great to learn and use new workshop skills as well as practising ones we already know
and I especially like the work with new technology such as the laser cutter and 3D printer.
 I enjoy solving problems and making things that have a real life benefit to someone.

Restrictions:
Students can opt for only one Design and Technology based subject.

DT - DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

DT - DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

Assessment:

 This course will help to prepare you for A/AS Level in Design and Technology
or you may need to strengthen your grades by completing a foundation or
intermediate vocational qualification.
 With further training you could have a career in a Design and Technology
Career
Opportunities
related profession such as Architecture, all aspects of Engineering, Product
or Graphic
 Design
You could
progressDesign.
onto Further Education (Sixth Form or College) .
 You
could alsowithin
go straight
into employment
complete
further
or
Employment
childcare
organisations,and
working
within
the training
healthcare
part
time study with the support of your employer.
sector.

OPTION

OPTION

Future Opportunities

DT - ENGINEERING
Exam Board: NCFE - Course Leader: Mr M Kirkbride
Entry Requirements:
This course involves mathematical and scientific knowledge and understanding, in relation to
engineering.
Assessment:




The course is assessed by both the teacher and the examination board.
There is a written examination covering all aspects of Engineering, which
counts towards 40% of the final marks.
The other 60% comes from a synoptic project (coursework) given by the
exam board. The student needs to be aware that this project is entirely
independent and that they will guide its progression themselves.

This course involves looking at all aspects of engineering and its disciplines. It encourages the
learner to use knowledge and practical tools to focus on developing transferrable skills in
practical engineering, accompanied by the theoretical knowledge to help with progression
into employment and onto further education. The study of engineering is the application of
maths and science to solve real world problems. This involves an understanding of the
different disciplines of engineering and how they have shaped the products and projects of
the modern world. Learners will be able to read technical drawings, select appropriate
materials along with tools and machinery, know how to carry out a practical task and work in
a safe manner in line with current health and safety legislation.



Engineering stimulates the mind. Kids get bored easily. They have got to get out and get their hands
dirty; make things, dismantle things, fix things. When the schools can offer that, you’ll have an
engineer for life. – Bruce Dickinson (airline pilot, musician)
There is nothing I believe more strongly than getting young people interested in science
and engineering, for a better tomorrow, for all humankind. – Bill Nye (science educator,
former mechanical engineer)

Restrictions:
Students can opt for only one Design and Technology based subject.

DT - ENGINEERING

DT - ENGINEERING

Course Information:

 This qualification prepares learners for progression into higher education,
skilled employment or onto an apprenticeship programme through
specialising in a technical occupation in the engineering sector.
Career
 LevelOpportunities
3 Technical Level qualifications provide post-16 learners with the
knowledge and skills to study subjects such as A-Level Maths, Further Maths,
 You could progress onto Further Education (Sixth Form or College) .
Design and Technology, Biology, Chemistry and Physics.
 Employment within childcare organisations, working within the healthcare
Careers Opportunities: Chemical, Civil, Electrical or Mechanical Engineering,
sector.
Aerospace Software Development Engineer, Aircraft Maintenance Operative,
Research and Prototype Development Engineer, Bioelectronics Medical
Technician, Armed Forces Operative.

OPTION

OPTION

Future Opportunities

D T - F O O D P R E PA R AT I O N & N U T R I T I O N
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mr M Kirkbride

This course requires a great deal of commitment and organisation as students will need to bring in
ingredients from home and there is an expectation that they will cook or complete a practical cooking
exercise once a week. There is an expectation that students will have cooked regularly at school through
KS3 when possible so that they have the necessary starting skills. This course also involves scientific
knowledge and understanding, in relation to food preparation.

Assessment:
This course is assessed by both the teacher and the examination board.
 50% of the GCSE is assessed through a written exam of 1 hour 45 minutes including multiple choice
questions (20 marks) and 5 questions each with a number of sub questions (80 marks) totalling 100
marks.
 50% of the GCSE is assessed through 2 non-examination assessments:
Task 1: Food Investigation - Students' understanding of the working characteristics, functional and
chemical properties of ingredients will be developed. Practical investigations are a compulsory element of
this non examination task. This is assessed through a written report (1,500–2,000 words) including
photographic evidence of the practical investigation.
Task 2: Food Preparation Assessment - Students will prepare, cook and present a final menu of three
dishes within a single period of no more than three hours, planning in advance how this will be achieved.
This is assessed through a written or electronic portfolio including photographic evidence. Photographic
evidence of the three final dishes must be included.
The student needs to be aware that this assessment is entirely independent and that they will guide its
progression themselves.

Course Information:
The course equips students with a variety of culinary techniques, as well as
knowledge of nutrition, food traditions and kitchen safety. Food preparation
skills are intended to be integrated into five sections:

Food, nutrition and health

Food science

Food safety

Food choice

Food provenance
 It’s good when people test your food and like it.
 I've enjoyed making a wide variety of different dishes.

D T - F O O D P R E PA R AT I O N & N U T R I T I O N

D T - F O O D P R E PA R AT I O N & N U T R I T I O N

Entry Requirements:

Future Opportunities
Career
 This Opportunities
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Restrictions:
Students can opt for only one Design and Technology based subject.

DRAMA
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mrs A Southworth-Gedye
Why choose Drama?
GCSE Drama is not just about acting. The course covers many transferable skills that will be
useful throughout life: communication, presentation/public speaking, group and leadership
skills, problem solving, time management, divergent thinking, initiative and the ability to work
to a deadline. Drama is also a subject to take if you want a job working with the public or in the
entertainment industry, in front of an audience or behind the scenes. It is also relevant to those
who are interested in culture or social issues.
Assessment:
The GCSE consists of:
40% Written Exam - Students answer questions in a final written exam: one on a set text they have
studied from a performance point of view and one on a play they have studied and seen from a
performance point of view.
60% Non-examination Assessment - This is split between performance coursework (30%) and
written coursework (30%). Students will produce two pieces of performance coursework in which
they can work as an actor, a set designer or a costume designer. Each student is marked on the final
outcome (performance, set or costume) alongside a separate mark for their written evidence based
on discussion, analysis and evaluation of their own work.

 Drama is a really good way to develop confidence and build relationships with other
students. I have learnt so much from the work we have been doing in lessons. I love this
subject!!
 I’m so pleased we have Drama on the curriculum as a GCSE option. The creative subjects
are fantastic at Risedale.

Future Opportunities
 A-Level Drama and Theatre Studies.
 Working within customer services and with members of the public.
 Drama specialist, wide variety of work in the performing arts
industry, teaching.

DRAMA

You will complete two non-examination assessment performances. The first is a devised
performance which you will perform in class and the second is a performance of scripted extracts
which you will perform to a visiting examiner. The course aims to develop students’ understanding
and appreciation of Drama as an art form. Students will be required to develop the following skills:
 Acting and design
 Communication and group work
 Performance / design skills
 Creative thinking and devising
 Evaluative and analytical
In practical lessons students will use drama forms to explore a wide range of ideas, issues and
themes. Sometimes students will explore scripts practically and at other times they will improvise
or devise original work. All students must explore texts practically and share work in lessons.
Integrated into the course is the opportunity for students to develop their understanding of the
history of theatre, study set plays and to develop a knowledge and understanding of set, costume,
make-up and lighting design.

OPTION

OPTION

DRAMA

Course Information:

FRENCH
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mr R Miller
Why choose French?
Having a GCSE in another language can open many doors. Not just the obvious ones, such as a career
where you might communicate in another language, or the fact that you might be called upon to use it
when travelling or on holiday. Having a qualification in another language also says a lot about you as a
person to any potential employer: you’re independent, you can think, you’re resilient, you can solve
problems, you’re confident and you’re hard-working!
With further study in mind, an increasing number of university courses now ask for a GCSE in another
language as an entrance requirement, even if the course itself isn’t languages-based.
Learning a language also opens a door to another way of life and another culture, and you’ll really benefit
from broadening your horizons and your understanding of the world!

Assessment:
100% examination, taken at the end of the course in Year 11. Four skills will be assessed:
1. LISTENING (25%) - understanding and responding to different types of spoken language in a variety of
contexts/situations.
2. SPEAKING (25%) - communicating effectively for a variety of purposes.
3. READING (25%) - understanding and responding to different types of written language.
4. WRITING (25%) - communicating effectively in writing for a variety of purposes.
There are two tiers of entry, ‘Foundation’ (Grades 1-5) and ‘Higher’ (Grades 4-9) which has to be the same
across all four skills.

 We learn about lots of interesting topics in a fun way - every lesson practises different skills and we
learn by playing lots of games and by taking part in collaborative activities.
 Being able to speak in another language is amazing, it’s like communicating in a secret code!
 Learning a language can really benefit you in later life – you’ll never be sure when you’ll need it.

Future Opportunities

 Studying a language at A Level.
 Hundreds of possible career paths, including travel and tourism, retail,
Career
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FRENCH

Students will study a variety of topics, many of which they may have already practised at Key Stage 3.
These are broadly split into three themes:
Identity and culture:
1. Me, my family and friends: relationships with family and friends, marriage and partnerships.
2. Technology in everyday life: social media and mobile technology.
3. Free-time activities: music, cinema and TV, food/eating out and sport.
4. Customs and festivals in French-speaking countries.
Local, national, international and global areas of interest:
1. Home, town, neighbourhood and region.
2. Social issues: charity and voluntary work, healthy and unhealthy living.
3. Global issues: the environment, poverty and homelessness
Current and future study and employment:
1. My studies at school.
2. Life at school/college and education post-16.
3. Jobs, career choices and future ambitions.

EBacc OPTION

EBacc OPTION

FRENCH

Course Information:

GEOGRAPHY
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mr R Sherwood
Assessment:
100% examination. Assessment is based around three examinations which
will take place at the end of the course:
Paper 1 (35%) – Living with the physical environment
Paper 2 (35%) – Challenges in the human environment
Paper 3 (30%) – Geographical applications
Throughout the course students will complete a variety of GCSE style
practice papers, tasks and questions to prepare them for the examinations
ahead.

Course Information:
The Physical Environment
This unit of the course looks at the dynamic nature of the physical environment and the relationship
and interaction with people.
 The first component focuses on natural hazards and covers tectonics, weather and climate change.
 The second component focuses on the topic of ecosystems through looking at a range of different
environments including tropical rainforests and deserts.
 The third section focuses on different landscapes of the UK studying coastal and river environments.

 Geography is interesting, fun field trips and support from teachers make the course
enjoyable.
 The support and time teachers give makes sure everyone is up to speed and the
subjects studied stay fresh.

Future Opportunities
 Many of the topics covered in GCSE Geography such as climate change and
resource management are some of the biggest international issues in the
world today. The skills covered help prepare students for a wide variety of
future
employment, complement vocational courses and offer an excellent
Career
Opportunities
basis for moving on to pursue A and AS level.
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onto FurtherEnvironmental
Education (Sixth
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www.geography.org.uk
for more Geography related career ideas.

GEOGRAPHY

Geographical Applications
This unit of the course is comprised of two key elements:
 Two pieces of fieldwork enquiry. One investigation should focus on human geography; a second line of
enquiry is based around the natural environment. The processes involved and the outcomes of both
investigations will be assessed by examination.
 A critical thinking evaluative task based around a contemporary geographical issue. A relevant
resource booklet will be provided twelve weeks before being assessed as the final component of the
examination.

EBacc OPTION
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GEOGRAPHY

The Human Environment
This unit of the course looks at the different factors which produce a diverse range of human
environments and the need for them to be managed sustainably.
 The first component focuses on urban issues and challenges.
 The second component focuses on the changing economic world.
 The third section focuses on resource management.

GERMAN
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mr R Miller
Why choose German?
Having a GCSE in another language can open many doors. Not just the obvious ones, such as a career
where you might communicate in another language, or the fact that you might be called upon to use it
when travelling or on holiday. Having a qualification in another language also says a lot about you as a
person to any potential employer: you’re independent, you can think, you’re resilient, you can solve
problems, you’re confident and you’re hard-working!
With further study in mind, an increasing number of university courses now ask for a GCSE in another
language as an entrance requirement, even if the course itself isn’t languages-based.
Learning a language also opens a door to another way of life and another culture, and you’ll really benefit
from broadening your horizons and your understanding of the world!

Assessment:
100% examination, taken at the end of the course in Year 11. Four skills will be assessed:
1. LISTENING (25%) - understanding and responding to different types of spoken language in a variety of
contexts/situations.
2. SPEAKING (25%) - communicating effectively for a variety of purposes.
3. READING (25%) - understanding and responding to different types of written language.
4. WRITING (25%) - communicating effectively in writing for a variety of purposes.
There are two tiers of entry, ‘Foundation’ (Grades 1-5) and ‘Higher’ (Grades 4-9) which has to be the same
across all four skills.

 We learn about lots of interesting topics in a fun way - every lesson practises different skills and we
learn by playing lots of games and by taking part in collaborative activities.
 Being able to speak in another language is amazing, it’s like communicating in a secret code!
 Learning a language can really benefit you in later life - you’ll never be sure when you’ll need it.

Future Opportunities

 Studying a language at A Level.
 Hundreds of possible career paths, including travel and tourism, retail,
Career Opportunities
marketing, education, computing, customer services, engineering, finance
 and
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GERMAN

Students will study a variety of topics, broadly split into three themes. Despite being a new language,
students should easily be able to transfer a variety of language-learning skills and strategies from their KS3
French studies:
Identity and culture:
1. Me, my family and friends: relationships with family and friends, marriage and partnerships.
2. Technology in everyday life: social media and mobile technology.
3. Free-time activities: music, cinema and TV, food/eating out and sport.
4. Customs and festivals in French-speaking countries.
Local, national, international and global areas of interest:
1. Home, town, neighbourhood and region.
2. Social issues: charity and voluntary work, healthy and unhealthy living.
3. Global issues: the environment, poverty and homelessness
Current and future study and employment:
1. My studies at school
2. Life at school/college and education post-16
3. Jobs, career choices and future ambitions

EBacc OPTION
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GERMAN

Course Information:

HISTORY
Exam Board: Pearson Edexcel - Course Leader: Mr A Lipinski
Entry
Requirements:
The History
Department CORE BELIEFS:
VISION - The History Department at Risedale inspires in pupils a curiosity and fascination
about the world and its people so that when they leave Risedale they value the
difference in the world around them.
EXPECTATION - 100% in everything we do.
MANTRA - Pride (in our work), passion (in our lessons) and belief (in ourselves).
History is fascinating. Studying it will feed your curiosity about the world and help you to understand today's
cultures and world events through what you have learnt about the past. Studying the subject will also equip
you with cultural capital and knowledge for success, developing valuable life skills, such as analysis, evaluation
and discussion, regardless of the path you follow.

 History is like a story that you can read again.
 I like History because it’s fun to learn about the past and see what they did. It’s cool to
compare the past with the present, and with History, you can also find out how the world
came to be.
 History isn’t for the weak. It is fun and interesting but isn’t an easy ride. Don’t expect it to be easy.
 History is interesting and full of transferrable skills but not an easy subject.

Future Opportunities
GCSE History is a great basis for many A level subjects and it is highly regarded by
colleges, universities and employers. Students who have studied history often
study
A Level
qualifications in subjects such as English, politics, economics and
Career
Opportunities
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people working
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 Sports and Leisure is a growing industry with opportunities in practical areas
arguing your point. There are also many areas more directly related to history,
such as coaching, instructing and leading outdoor and adventure activities,
such as travel and tourism, museums and libraries, the media industry,
as well as in facility management and administration.
government research and, of course, history teaching.

HISTORY

You will take three exams at the end of the course.
Paper 1 (30%) – British Thematic Study with Historic Environment (Crime and Punishment in Britain, c1000present and Whitechapel, c1870-1900: crime, policing and the inner city).
Students will study a broad sweep of history from medieval Britain to the present day. Students are given the
opportunity to study fascinating individuals and events such as Matthew Hopkins and the witch hunts of 1645
–47. Students also delve deeper into the theme by learning about a particular place at particular moment in
history – for example, discovering the conditions in Whitechapel at the time of Jack the Ripper.
Paper 2 (40%) – Period Study and British Depth Study (The American West c1835-1895, Early Elizabethan
England c1558-1588).
With the Period Study, students have the chance to study ideologies and civilisations that have shaped the
world we live in today. They reflect the wide diversity of human experience and provide students with an
opportunity to explore societies and cultures different from their own. The British Depth study offers an
insight into key moments in our history. Students have the opportunity to study, in depth, some of the key
individuals, events and situations that have helped shape Britain.
Paper 3 (30%) – Modern Depth Study (Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918-1939).
Students learn about another nation's history in depth, exploring the complexity of a society or historical
situation and including events and individuals of huge historical significance.
The assessments are designed for students of all abilities with a mixture of short- and long-answer questions.
Questions will focus on a variety of historical areas, such as what happened, why things happened, the impact
of key events, how far you agree with a view. Students also analyse historical sources and come up with ideas
for tackling an historical investigation.

EBacc OPTION
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Course Information and Assessment:

MEDIA STUDIES
Exam Board: WJEC Eduqas - Course Leader: Mr R McCormack
Why choose Media Studies?
GCSE Media Studies is designed to widen the intellectual horizons of the learner through the
analysis of a wide range of media forms and contexts. It will enable students to develop a
wider understanding and appreciation of the media in both an historical and contemporary
context. The course is straightforward, engaging and contemporary.
Assessment:
The course is linear with the final examinations to be taken at the end of two years.
There are 3 parts to the final examination.
Component 1: 1hr 30 minutes written paper 40%
Component 2: 1hr 30 minutes written paper 30%
Component 3: Non-examination assessment (NEA) 30%
Course Information:

Component 3: Non-exam assessment (30%) - Learners will work independently to research,
plan and produce a magazine. They will be using Publisher to create a magazine front cover
and two inside pages in a genre chosen by the exam board. Of the 30%, 5% of this mark is
gained from the research and planning, 10% is gained for including all the elements of the
brief and 15% is gained for creating the media product using Publisher.







I didn't realise how big the media industry was until I started doing this course.
It’s amazing to learn how the media use simple ideas to change how you think.
I love doing practical work and making magazines.
There is a lot of information but I find it interesting.
The discussions we have in class make me think about how television and film influence people.

Further Opportunities
 Media Studies offers excellent preparation for A Level Media Studies.
 Media Studies graduates typically enter careers in the media, cultural
and creative industries. Areas of work include television and radio, film
and video, digital media, computer games, journalism, writing and
publishing, PR and media practice.

MEDIA STUDIES

Component 2: (30%) - Students will gain a deeper knowledge and understanding of media
language and representation as well as studying the media industry and audience. They will
develop knowledge of relevant social, cultural, political, and historic contexts. This
component is taught by analysis of two television crime dramas from different eras as well as
two music videos.

OPTION
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MEDIA STUDIES

The course is split into 3 areas
Component 1: (40%) - Students will study various forms of media to learn how codes and
conventions are used within the industry. This work often takes the form of comparing 2
pieces, chosen by the exam board, to explore the historical, social or gender differences
between them. The areas that will be studied are advertising, film posters, magazines,
newspapers, video games and radio.

MUSIC
Exam Board: Pearson Edexcel - Course Leader: Mrs S Cox
Entry Requirements:
Students are required to perform either on an instrument or using their voice. Students should
already be able to play an instrument by the time they start the course, ideally at Associated
Board Grade 3. Students without grades would need to demonstrate their ability to play an
instrument to a good level of competence before being accepted onto the course.
Assessment:
Unit 1: Performing - 30%
Students record a solo and an ensemble piece at any time during the
course. Assessment by teacher, moderated by Pearson Edexcel.
Unit 2: Composing - 30%
Compositions to be completed during year 11. Assessment by teacher,
moderated by Pearson Edexcel.
Unit 3: Appraising - 40%
1 hour 45 minute examination, externally set and marked by Pearson
Edexcel.
Course Information:
Performing: All candidates are expected to give a performance on a musical instrument, which
may include instruments such as guitar, voice or keyboards. Students will be expected to
perform on their own and as part of a group.
Composing: All candidates are expected to compose 2 pieces of music. It is expected that
students who take GCSE will be able to read music, and be willing to complete coursework
assignments within given deadlines. The combined length of the two compositions needs to be
between 2-4 minutes. One of the pieces is set to a brief from Pearson Edexcel.

It’s great! I love using the recording studio!
It is my favourite lesson.
It’s fun and creative.
As I play an instrument I achieve higher grades.

Further Opportunities
 GCSE Music can lead onto other KS5 Music courses. There is the traditional A
Level Music but also A Level Music Technology and National Diploma in
Music (BTEC Level 3). All of the courses can lead onto studying music at
university.
 Jobs in music include working in education. This could be classroom teaching
but also includes instrumental teaching. Other jobs could be working in the
popular music industry. Jobs include working in a recording studio, working
for a record company or working for a publishing company. Most people
working in music will be doing jobs like this rather than being a pop star or
playing in an orchestra.

MUSIC
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Appraising: This includes an understanding of different types of music that are divided into
four areas of study, each of which contains two set works. The areas of study are: Instrumental
Music, Vocal Music, Music for Stage and Screen and Fusions.

P H Y S I C A L E D U C AT I O N ( G C S E )
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Miss S Brierley
Entry Requirements:
GCSE Physical Education (PE) is a course for students who are talented in
a number of sports and have a passion for learning about the theory
behind PE and sport. The subject requires a good understanding of
Biology and Science as well as strong numeracy skills to present, interpret
and analyse graphs and tables.
Course Information and Assessment:

Non-examined assessment: Practical performance in physical activity and sport, assessed by
teacher, moderated by the awarding body.
40% - Practical performance in three different physical activities in the role of player/
performer (firstly in a team activity, secondly in an individual activity and a thirdly in either a
team or in an individual activity). Analysis and evaluation of performance to bring about
improvement in one activity.








GCSE PE is fun and it can teach you how to look after your body. You do a lot of
practical sport and learn the correct way to do it.
It’s great to learn more about the psychological and physical attributes of ourselves.
GCSE PE is fantastic as it helps with your well-being and fitness. If you love PE follow
your dreams and make it happen.
It’s such an enjoyable subject with lots of challenges.
The practical lessons are fun and high paced and the theory work is straightforward
to learn because of the interesting ways we are taught.
It’s educational, supportive, and fun.

Further Opportunities
 Physical Education lends itself to a range of careers in sports and fitness, as
well as other industries that you may not have considered before. For
example, did you know that many nutritionists, physical therapists and
chiropractors have a degree in PE?
 Some careers that you could consider with PE include:
Sports Science, PE Teacher, Physiotherapist, Fitness Instructor, Sports
Coach/Consultant, Diet and Fitness Instructor, Personal trainer, Leisure
Centre Manager, Police, Armed Forces.

P H Y S I C A L E D U C AT I O N

Paper 2: Socio-cultural influences and well-being in physical
activity and sport, externally set and marked by the awarding
body.
30% - Written exam which assesses sports psychology, socio-cultural
influences, health, fitness and well-being, and use of data.

OPTION
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P H Y S I C A L E D U C AT I O N

Paper 1: The human body and movement in physical
activity in sport, externally set and marked by the
awarding body.
30% - Written exam which assesses applied anatomy
and physiology, movement analysis, physical training
and use of data.

R E L I G I O U S S T U D I E S (GCSE)
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mrs J Laheney
Forms of Assessment:
 Two external examinations will be taken at the end of Year 11.
 Internal assessment is continuous to monitor the progress of each

individual and offer additional support if required.
Course Information:
To reflect our multicultural society the students examine the beliefs and practices of two diverse
religions, thus creating opportunities to compare and contrast these faiths. Students develop a
number of skills; the ability to analyse information, evaluate different points of view, justify
opinions and reflect upon their own views. Students are encouraged to question, and become well
informed on national and global matters that relate to religious beliefs, for example the stance on
euthanasia and human rights violations.

Thematics: Ethics and morality - 50%
Religion, human rights and social justice.
Religion, peace and conflict.
Relationships and families.
Crime and punishment.






It is so interesting, you do lots of different activities.
It is an awesome subject, it can be hard but amazingly interesting and fun, it’s
worth the effort.
It makes you think about things you would never have considered.
I think Religious Studies is great as it focuses on issues that affect us in school and
the outside world - I think that is vital!

Further Opportunities
Following a course in Religious Studies lays a good foundation for A Level
Career Opportunities
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Christianity: Beliefs, teachings and practices - 25%
The central beliefs of Christianity.
Festivals, celebrations and pilgrimage.
Worship.
Mission.
Communities.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Buddhism: Beliefs, teachings and practices - 25%
The central beliefs of Buddhism.
Festivals, celebrations and pilgrimage.
Worship, including the practice of meditation.
Ethical issues.
Communities.

S C I E N C E – T R I P L E AWA R D
Exam Board: AQA - Course Leader: Mrs J Hailwood
Course Information:
Students who choose science as an option will work towards a Triple Award studying Biology,
Chemistry and Physics as three separate GCSE qualifications. In addition to the 5 compulsory
science lessons each week, they will have 3 extra science lessons if they select this option. This is
to enable them to study the extra content in each of the following units, as well as the additional
unit in physics. This course is for all students who enjoy science and do well in the subject.

Biology:
 Cell biology
 Organisation
 Infection and response
 Bioenergetics
 Homeostasis and response
 Inheritance, variation and evolution
 Ecology

Physics:
 Energy
 Electricity
 Particle model of matter
 Atomic structure
 Forces
 Magnetism and electromagnetism
 Waves
 Space Physics

Chemistry:
 Atomic structure and the periodic table
 Bonding, structure and the properties of matter
 Quantitative chemistry
 Chemical changes
 Energy changes
 The rate and extent of chemical change
 Organic chemistry
 Chemical analysis
In addition to the specified units, there are 28
 Chemistry of the atmosphere
required practicals that students must complete.
 Using resources
 Scientists have become the bearers of the torch of discovery in our quest for knowledge.
- Stephen Hawking (theoretical physicist, cosmologist and author)
 Impossible is not a scientific term. - Vanna Bonta (writer, actress and inventor)
 Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new. - Albert Einstein
(theoretical physicist)

Assessment:
 Assessment is by examination only. There will be 6 papers: 2 Biology, 2 Chemistry and 2

Physics, each assessing different topics and each lasting 1hr 45mins.
 Each paper will cover a combination of structured, closed short answer and open response
questions.
 Students will receive 3 separate grades.
 There will be a choice of foundation and higher tier however all papers must be sat at the
same tier.

S C I E N C E — T R I P L E AWA R D

S C I E N C E — T R I P L E AWA R D

What will I study?

 Further study to A Level is possible with good grades in Science.
 There are many varied career paths available to those interested in
Science, and if you have achieved good grades this will indicate to any
employer that you have developed many skills of use to them.
 Careers include: Analytical Chemist, Animal Technician, Biomedical
Engineer, Clinical Psychologist, Forensic Scientist, Medicine and
Pharmaceuticals. See www.sciencebuddies.org Science career ideas.

OPTION

OPTION

Future Opportunities

 Copies of the Options Forms follow for your
reference.
 Please complete and return the separate
paper copy you have been issued with
to Mrs Wright by Friday 20th March 2020.

Options 2020 - 2022

E B A C C P AT H W AY
Student Name: _______________________________________________
Tutor Group:

_______________________________________________

Guidelines






Please follow the guidelines above and then indicate your choices below by ticking the
boxes in each of the Option Blocks below (A, B, C & D ).

Option Block

A:



Option Block

B:

Geography

Geography

History

French

French

Art, Craft & Design

DT - Engineering

DT - Food Prep & Nutrition

Media Studies

PE (BTEC and GCSE)*

Religious Studies
Option Block

C:



Option Block

D:





Geography

History

History

Computer Science

German

Drama

DT - Design Technology

PE (BTEC and GCSE)*

DT - Food Prep & Nutrition

Science - Triple Award

Music

*Students who have chosen a PE option will be guided carefully once the forms are
returned to ensure they follow the best course for them. For the moment, if interested,
just tick the BTEC/PE option in block B or block C which best fits your option choices .

NB: This is a copy of the Options Form for your reference.
Please complete and return the paper copy you have been issued.

Please complete your form and return to Mrs Wright by Friday 20th March at the latest

O P T I O N S F O R M - E B A C C P A T H W AY

O P T I O N S F O R M - E B A C C P A T H W AY

Please choose 1 subject from each option block.
EBacc pathway students must choose Geography or History.
You must also choose French or German.
You can opt for only 1 Design & Technology based subject.
You are allowed to do both Geography and History if you wish, and if it fits in
with the language you have chosen.
 You may need to speak to Mrs Wright and/or Mr Yates if the options you want
do not fit with the option blocks.
 Please let Mrs Wright or Mr Yates know if you would rather not follow the EBacc
pathway.

O P E N P AT H W AY
Student Name: _______________________________________________
Tutor Group:

_______________________________________________

Guidelines








Please choose 1 subject from each option block.
Open pathway students must choose at least one of either Geography, History,
French or German.
You can opt for only 1 Design & Technology based subject.
You may need to speak to Mrs Wright and/or Mr Yates if the options you want
do not fit with the option blocks.
You may choose to follow the EBacc pathway by picking a language plus one of
either Geography or History.
You are allowed to do both Geography and History if you wish, and if it fits in
with the language you have chosen.
You do not need a different form.

Option Block

A:



Option Block

B:

Geography

Geography

History

French

French

Art, Craft & Design

DT - Engineering

DT - Food Prep & Nutrition

Media Studies

PE (BTEC and GCSE)*

Religious Studies
Option Block

C:



Option Block

D:





Geography

History

History

Computer Science

German

Drama

DT - Design Technology

PE (BTEC and GCSE)*

DT - Food Prep & Nutrition

Science - Triple Award

Music

*Students who have chosen a PE option will be guided carefully once the forms are
returned to ensure they follow the best course for them. For the moment, if interested,
just tick the BTEC/PE option in block B or block C which best fits your option choices .

NB: This is a copy of the Options Form for your reference.
Please complete and return the paper copy you have been issued.

Please complete your form and return to Mrs Wright by Friday 20th March at the latest

O P T I O N S F O R M - O P E N P A T H W AY

O P T I O N S F O R M - O P E N P A T H W AY

Please follow the guidelines above and then indicate your choices below by ticking the
boxes in each of the Option Blocks below (A, B, C & D ).

Options Booklet
2020 - 2022

